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Peach Building Products Doors & Windows installs window shades in Utah with brand name fabrics in a
rainbow of colors and textures. Whether you want a translucent window covering that simply provides privacy
while allowing the maximum light penetration or a full black-out window covering, we have you covered. Even if you
have an unusual window size or shape, we can give you a customized option to dress your windows in the style that
you prefer. Contact Peach Building Products for a free estimate on new window shades at (801) 566-1255!

Roller Window Shades
Roller window shades are spring loaded window coverings that are rolled around a bar at the top of the window and
pulled down to cover the window. Our shades are the perfect choice for homes with pets and kids because there are
no dangling cords. When you choose a roller shade, you can pick from a manual shade or a motorized option .
The motorized option is perfect for homes or businesses with vaulted ceilings or places with hard to reach windows.
With a simple push of a button, you can raise or lower the shades, even adjusting all of the shades in a particular
area at once. Dual shades are another popular option in roller shades. These shades give you the choice of two
fabrics–one translucent that provides privacy and light, and one blackout shade to block out the light.

Roman Window Shades
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Roman window shades echo the look of draperies. When raised, the fabric gathers in tailored pleats. While some
Roman shade systems use a cord to raise and lower the shade, ours do not have cords. You can choose whether
you want a soft fold Roman shade, flat fold shade, or a Batten back shade. The soft fold shades are little more
delicate and protrude a little more from the window. The flat fold shades are crisply tailored and feature a profile that
is flatter. Batten back shades have a Batten, or backing, sewn into the shade to provide more dimension to the
shade when lowered.

Honeycomb Window Shades
Honeycomb shades are made from fabric that is pleated. The pleat forms honeycomb-shaped divisions which trap
air. Honeycomb window shades provide superior energy efficiency and are perfect for applications where
the window may allow too much light, heat, or sound through the window unit. Your home will remain cooler
in the summer and warmer in the winter with honeycomb shades at the window. Honeycomb window shades provide
a lovely choice of window covering in a wide variety of fabrics. You can choose the opacity of the shade, and they
also offer the option of raising the shade from the bottom or lowering it from the top, giving you options for privacy
that do not exist in other types of shades. If you’re concerned about light leakage at night or need to sleep during the
day, honeycomb shades provide the most window coverage and light-blocking features. They also have a very
narrow profile, so they are perfect to use with valances or other elegant window coverings.

Door Shades
All shade options are available for doors as well. Cover your patio doors or entry doors in style and make it your
own with your choice of color, pattern, lift, and light filtering options. You can choose a traditional vertical shade,
honeycomb vertical shades or Roman shades for a sliding glass door. (or try Roman shades for a patio door.)
Regardless if you need a shade option for a door window or to cover a whole glass door, Peach Building Products
Doors & Windows offers an array of window coverings to suit your needs. We stand behind our products and back
up every installation with our 100% satisfaction guarantee.
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